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This book is dedicated to bridging the gap between those working within the zoo profession and 
academia; all of whom share a common goal to improve the welfare of animals.

We have been lucky to study animal learning principles and work to practically apply this 
information in practice within animal training programmes in zoos. With this perspective and 
respect for the importance of both the art and science of animal training, we hope this book will 
facilitate greater cooperation and support evidence‐based practice.
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I was delighted to be asked to write the for-
ward for this important book and, as I read 
through the chapters, that delight turned to 
sincere appreciation for the wealth of knowl-
edge presented by all the authors and editors. 
Time and time again I would write in my 
notes ‘clearly explained’, ‘really great applied 
examples’, and ‘good use of relatable real‐life 
situations’. What makes this even more 
impressive is that the experiences and exam-
ples are drawn from across the world. This 
not only demonstrates the widespread utili-
sation of training but, also where there are 
commonalities and differences in approaches. 
I cannot recommend this book highly enough 
and hope the readers will allow me a few 
 paragraphs to expand on why ….

Many years ago, at the start of my career I 
was employed to be a course manager for a 
new BSc (Hons) in Applied Animal Behaviour 
and Training. This degree was one of the first 
of its kind and reflected the increasing inter-
est in not only understanding why animals 
behave in the ways that they do, but also how 
we can use that knowledge to shape and train 
different behaviours. Although this course 
focused mainly on training of companion 
animals it was also forward thinking enough 
to include modules on wild animals as well; 
and oh, what myself and my fellow course 
tutors would have given for this book to be 
available at that time!

Managing that course not only reinforced 
my deep fascination with animal behaviour 
(and my enjoyment at having opportunities 
to be able to pass that fascination onto oth-
ers) but also opened up the brand new world 

of animal training to me. Through my inter-
actions with other tutors and our students it 
quickly became apparent to me that the the-
oretical knowledge of animal learning and 
how it could best be practically applied to 
training was still at an early stage. I was also 
made painfully aware of my own lack of 
training ability; put bluntly, although I had a 
good grasp of the theoretical knowledge I 
struggled with the practical skills to quickly 
see nuances in behaviour and then adjust my 
timing to respond effectively and provide a 
good learning environment for the animal. 
Having now read this book, I have been given 
new hope and inspiration that I would be 
able to do better if I tried again.

The authors provide an excellent range of 
applied examples across varied species and 
situations. They are able to take complex 
topics and write about them in an easily 
accessible way. We are quite rightly reminded 
that as the field of animal training expanded 
so did the range of terms and techniques 
being used. This has the potential to be at 
the least confusing, and at the worst con-
flicting. In turn this will result in poor tech-
nique and negative welfare, and that is before 
you even get into the complexities of transla-
tion into different languages. This provides 
me with yet another reason to recommend 
this book; in addition to consistency of terms 
used and clear explanation of them (the 
 differences between positive and negative 
reinforcement and punishment being just 
one example), there is also an excellent glos-
sary that I am sure will be utilised again and 
again by readers.

Foreword
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There is a clear value in reading this book 
chapter by chapter as each builds on the 
other and opens up a new and relevant aspect 
of animal learning and training. However, I 
can also see that each chapter can be taken 
on its own merit, either to introduce the 
reader to a new topic, act as a refresher for a 
topic already known, or as a handy reference 
guide when you want to check back on x or y 
or search for solutions. There is such a lot to 
know about learning and training that it is 
difficult to keep it all in ones’ head. Having it 
here in handy reference format allows the 
trainer to get on with the important task of 
noticing small changes in the behaviour of 
their animals and adapting aspects of train-
ing to this.

I will leave the reader to discover each 
chapter for themselves however, I couldn’t 
resist the opportunity to share a few aspects 
that particularly caught my attention. Having 
used Pavlov as an example in various ‘intro-
duction to animal behaviour’ modules for 
more years than I can count, it was lovely to 
be reminded of Twitmyer’s related work 
 classically conditioning students to exhibit a 
knee jerk reaction at the sound of a bell. 
Chapters 2 and 3 reminded me of all the fas-
cinating and complex ways animals learn and 
gain information over and above classical 
and operant conditioning. They also served 
to provide a clear reminder of the benefits 
that can be gained by studying animals in 
zoos and aquariums compared to the wild 
ones, whilst also giving reasons why we 
shouldn’t always directly compare one to the 
other. At a more individual level, there was 
also some thought‐provoking research 
shared on how early environments and indi-
vidual experiences shape adult behaviours. 
Chapter  4 is excellent at making the reader 
think about ethical considerations related to 
training and just because we can train some-
thing doesn’t necessarily mean we should. 
Chapter  5 has some fascinating examples 
about all the different learning opportunities 
that are available to animals in human care 
from the embryonic stage through all subse-
quent phases and life experiences.

As my career developed I found my way to 
the European Association of Zoos and 
Aquaria (EAZA) and was employed in the 
newly developed position of EAZA Academy 
Training Officer; sadly, my role did not 
involve training wild animals but the much 
more challenging species of ‘zoo and aquar-
ium staff ’! All jokes aside, what became very 
apparent was the strong desire from the 
community for the development of a course 
on animal training. To this day, this course is 
consistently one of our most popular and has 
expanded to additional courses looking at 
different applied aspects. Humans are an 
essential ingredient in the training of the ani-
mals in our care and so I was especially inter-
ested in Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 13 which all 
touch on different aspect of the human(s) 
involved in learning and training interac-
tions. Whether this be the influence, on both 
sides, of motivation, trust, and control 
(Chapter 7); how to engage staff in training 
programmes so that they see it as an oppor-
tunity rather than a burden (Chapter  8); 
human animal interactions (Chapter  9); or 
ways to make sure staff and animals stay safe 
(Chapter  13). Chapter  10 on the different 
ways animals are used in ‘shows’ left me with 
a clear understanding of the varied situations 
and nuances that are often grouped together 
under this one title. It also left me with a 
strong desire to go back and cross check our 
EAZA Guidelines for the use of animals in 
public demonstrations with the information 
given here.

The authors of Chapter  11 couldn’t have 
said it better when they wrote ‘considering 
the impact of training on animal welfare is an 
epic challenge’ however, they prove they are 
more than up to this challenge. Their chapter 
provides some excellent queries about the 
terms we use, as well as serving as an impor-
tant reminder that we should always come 
back to considering welfare from the indi-
vidual animals’ perspective and not how we 
might perceive the situation. Challenges 
between welfare and training are further 
considered in Chapter  12. We are asked to 
consider the ethics of situations where we 
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might use our knowledge of learning and 
training to actively compromise short‐term 
welfare for a long‐term welfare gain when 
returning animals to the wild. As the threats 
to wildlife continue to increase we will need 
to be more and more sure of our ability to 
understand and balance ethical and welfare 
decisions relating to aiding increased sur-
vival post‐release.

We have come an awfully long way since my 
early days managing that course on behaviour 
and training. This book provides a great over-
view of how far we have come, yet there is still 
much to learn, especially when it comes to 
some taxa and situations. Consequently, I 

wholeheartedly share the desires expressed 
by the authors and editors throughout this 
book that it will act to encourage more evi-
denced based research and publications to 
help our expanding knowledge. I encourage 
anyone interested in the field of animal learn-
ing, training, and welfare, from student, to 
zoo professional, to academic, to read this 
book. There is so much to learn from, and be 
inspired by, here.

Myfanwy Griffith, Executive Director, 
European Association of Zoos and Aquaria 

(EAZA)
March 2019
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Zoo Animal Learning and Training (ZALAT) 
has been inspired to fill a need: a need to 
bridge the gap between those studying animal 
learning theory and those using these princi-
ples to implement training programmes in 
zoos. In creating ZALAT we hoped, and 
believe we have succeeded, in bringing 
together expert academics and zoo profes-
sionals, so that you the reader can benefit 
from their shared wisdom. This unified 
approach brings together the art and science 
of animal training. Consequently, we’re proud 
to present a book written by experts in their 
fields, with academic and professional knowl-
edge and experience operating worldwide.

ZALAT provides a clear, easy to read and 
concise introduction to basic animal learning 
theory, alongside tangible application of this 
theory when training animals in zoos and 
aquaria. We hoped to clarify the jargon, the dif-
ferent terms used between academic disci-
plines, and different professional settings to 
bridge the barriers to implementing and under-
standing the consequences of training in zoos.

We invited academic and professional 
experts working in zoo animal learning and 
training to provide content, from the princi-
ples of animal learning theory (Chapters 1–
4), to the application of this theory (Chapters 
5–9), all the way through to practical consid-
erations of implementing zoo animal training 
programmes (Chapters 10–13). Given the 
magnitude of the subject and implications for 
translating theory into practice, we soon real-
ised that it would also be great to include text 
boxes. The first set of text boxes consider the 
modalities animals employ to communicate, 

as communication is key to successful train-
ing. Thereafter follow a series of boxes which 
focus on taxa specific information, providing 
information about what is known about a 
taxa’s cognitive abilities and what considera-
tions might need to be thought about when 
training those animals in zoos; thus we organ-
ised the boxes into two groups, those includ-
ing an academic and professional perspective. 
For elephants there is an exception to this 
pattern, as we have three boxes relating to 
them, as with the other taxa we detail the cur-
rent knowledge of their cognitive abilities, but 
we have included two boxes related to their 
captive management, one relates to zoos and 
one relates to their training and management 
in elephant camps. We then have the final set 
of boxes, which relate to ‘other’ aspects of 
training, which were not explicit within the 
chapters. In this section, we consider training 
more than one animal at a time; often a neces-
sary practical consequence of socially housed 
animals and/or few staff allotted to training. 
Finally a box is included which provides a 
general view of zoo animal training, where 
the art started, and what it has been able to 
achieve; a bite size introduction, overview, 
and view to the future.

We have referred to zoos throughout, even 
in the title, not to exclude aquaria but as 
shorthand for a profession which operates to 
care for and conserve species in captivity 
whether that be a zoo, aquaria, or sanctuary. 
To improve accessibility of the theoretical 
background to animal learning theory, a 
rouge guide for translation has been 
included  in the form of a handy glossary. 

Preface
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This indispensable collation of terms recog-
nised for their scientific foundation, along 
with definitions, will hopefully provide clar-
ity in an area which can sometimes be mind‐
boggling; even to the seasoned trainer. Our 
no‐nonsense approach based both in science 
and practical experience, will hopefully 
demystify the complexities of training zoo 

animals and enable all readers to clearly 
understand how to effectively train animals 
and understand the consequences imple-
menting these training actions might have on 
the lives of the animals in your care.

Vicky A. Melfi, Nicole R. Dorey, and 
Samantha J. Ward
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